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Abstract
Automatic processing of images of steles is a challenging
problem due to the variation in their structures and body
text characteristics. In this paper, area Voronoi diagram
is used to represent the neighborhood of connected components in stele images containing Nom characters. Body
text region is then extracted from stele images by the selection of appropriate adjacent Voronoi regions based on the
information about the thickness of neighboring connected
components. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is highly accurate and robust to various types of
stele.

1. Introduction
The cultural inheritance of a country is a public property
which represents its collective and alive memory and forms
a solid base for its future development. Its digitalization
is essential for the maintenance and promotion of cultural
diversity in this era of globalization. Today, the exploitation
of collections of images of old steles has not yet found a
satisfactory answer due to their unstructured nature. This
raises a problem in the generation of a database, presented
in the form of heterogeneous documents, allowing search
for information and navigation within these corpora.
A collection of approximately 30.000 stele images containing Nom characters, a derivative of Chinese which was
used in Vietnam before the 20th century, has been prepared
by EFEO (The French School of Asian Studies) along with
their Vietnamese annotation. There is no need to recognize
and translate these Nom characters into Vietnamese because
their exact interpretation is still under research today. It
is needed, however, to process these stele images and represent characters in a database then Nom linguists can do
character retrieval in their work. As the initial step of this
process, body text regions need to be extracted from stele
images.
Locating text regions in a text-containing image is fun-

Figure 1. A stele image

damental for its automatic processing. Text-containing regions in stele images are usually encompassed by loosely
structured decoration. Figure 1 shows an example of a stele
image in which the body text region lies at the center of the
image and is enclosed by decorative patterns. This decoration is not only complex in each stele but also varies among
different steles. This makes extraction of body text regions
extremely difficult.
Some methods have been proposed during the past
decades to extract regions of document components such as
text, figures, tables, and halftones. Fletcher and Kasturi [3]
employed Hough transform to the centroids of the rectangles enclosing connected components in order to group together connected components into logical character string.
This method is not suitable for Nom characters composed
of unconnected strokes. In [4], Jain and Bhattacharjee proposed a texture method using Gabor filter to segment text
from document images. This method is time-consuming
and inapplicable to stele images as the decorative texture
sometimes resembles the texture of body text region.

Recently, some researchers used Voronoi diagram and
Delaunay triangulation for document image analysis. For
example, Kise et al. [5] and Lu et al. [6] used Voronoi diagram for page segmentation and word grouping in document images respectively using the distance and area ratio between neighboring connected components. Xiao and
Yan [9] employed Delaunay triangulation to extract text regions by representing each connected component by its centroid. However, all of these methods work only with Latin
characters and are inappropriate to extract Nom text region
from stele images. This is because one Nom character may
be composed of several connected components whose centroids, areas and inter-distances do not have any regularity.
In this paper, we propose an efficient method based on
connected component analysis for the extraction of body
text region from stele images. Area Voronoi diagram is employed to represent the neighborhood of connected components. Based on this representation, the process of body text
region extraction can be considered as the grouping of appropriated adjacent Voronoi regions. For this purpose, we
utilize one characteristic feature of the standard deviation of
the thickness of neighboring connected components.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly gives a basic definition followed by a constructing method of area Voronoi diagram. Section 3 describes the details of body text region extraction using standard deviation of the thickness of neighboring components.
Experimental results are given in Section 4, and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2.1. Area Voronoi diagram definition
Let G = {g1 , . . . , gn } be a set of nonoverlapping components in the two dimensional plane, and let d(p, gi ) be
the Euclidean distance between a point p and a component
gi defined by:
q∈gi

(1)

Then the Voronoi region V (gi ) and the area Voronoi diagram V (G) are defined by:
V (gi ) = {p|d(p, gi ) ≤ d(p, gj ), ∀j 6= i}
V (G) = {V (g1 ), . . . , V (gn )}

There are two main approaches that are usually used for
the construction of area Voronoi diagram:
- The first approach constructs area Voronoi diagram by
means of first generating a point Voronoi diagram for
a set of sampled points lying on the boundaries of image components and then deleting Voronoi edges generated from points of the same components [1, 5].
- The second approach constructs area Voronoi diagram
by labeling the image components then applying morphological operations to expand their boundaries until
two expanding labels meet [7, 8].
The first approach is time consuming as it depends on the
number of sampled boundary pixels in which a high sampling rate is preferred to obtain an accurate area Voronoi
diagram. We utilize here the second approach to construct
area Voronoi diagram of stele images using the Euclidean
distance metric [8].
Figure 2 demonstrates the steps of constructing area
Voronoi diagram for a stele image containing Nom characters. Original binary image I is given in Figure 2(a). Figure
2(b) demonstrates the Euclidean distance map. The area
Voronoi diagram V is shown in Figure 2(c). Voronoi regions with their corresponding connected components are
given in Figure 2(d).

3. Extraction of body text region

2. Area Voronoi diagram

d(p, gi ) = min d(p, q)

2.2. Area Voronoi diagram construction

(2)
(3)

The boundaries of Voronoi regions, which are always
curves, are called Voronoi edges, and the points where
Voronoi edges meet are called Voronoi points.
The Voronoi region of each image component corresponds to a portion of the two dimensional plane. It consists
of the points from which the distance to the corresponding
component is less than or equal to the distance to any other
image components.

As shown in Figure 2(d), each connected component in
stele image is represented by one Voronoi region. The process of body text region extraction is then considered as the
process of grouping adjacent Voronoi regions which represent the body text region. Therefore, we need criteria
for grouping appropriate adjacent Voronoi regions from the
area Voronoi diagram.
By observation of Figure 1 we realize that body text
region contains connected components of Nom characters
that have similar stroke thickness. These components are,
in addition, represented by adjacent Voronoi regions. On
the contrary, decorative region contains heterogeneous connected components. From this viewpoint, we employ standard deviation of the thickness of neighboring connected
components as the discriminating criterion between body
text and decorative regions.

3.1. Standard deviation of the thickness of
neighboring connected components
In order to calculate the standard deviation of the thickness of neighboring connected components, the thickness
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Figure 2. Construction of area Voronoi diagram
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Figure 3. Distance map and skeleton of a single connected component

thickness(gi ) − thickness(gj )
2

- The cluster of lower value of std corresponds to neighboring connected components with small variance in
their thickness, however these components may belong
to the body text region or the decorative region. This is
because the decorative region may contain neighboring
connected components of similar thickness.
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Figure 4. Histogram of the std

The standard deviation of the thickness of two neighboring connected components gi and gj , by definition, is calculated by:
std(gi , gj ) =

in their thickness and therefore these components belong to the decorative region.

Number of elements

of each connected component need to be calculated first.
We propose here a simple but efficient enough method to
calculate the thickness of a connected component using Euclidean distance map. The thickness of a connected component gi is approximately defined as two times the average of
shortest distances from the pixels lying on its skeleton to its
boundary.
In determining the skeletons from the Euclidean distance
map obtained in Section 2.2, the algorithm in [2] has been
utilized. Figure 3 gives an example of calculating the thickness of a connected component. Original character, its distance map, and its skeleton are given in Figure 3(a), 3(b),
3(c) respectively. The thickness of this connected component has the value 3.61.

By separating the two clusters in this histogram we can
discriminate connected components which have high thickness variation with one of their neighbors from the remaining ones. The threshold value Tstd that separates the two
clusters is simply determined by:

(4)

3.2. Grouping adjacent Voronoi regions
According to (4), the value of std among body text region is small while its value among decorative region is
highly diverse. Figure 4 gives the histogram of std extracted
from the stele image in Figure 1. There are two distinct
clusters in the histogram:
- The cluster of higher value of std corresponds to
neighboring connected components with high variance

Tstd =

maxi,j std(gi , gj )
2

(5)

and the adjacent Voronoi regions containing body text components thus should satisfy:
std(gi , gj ) < Tstd

(6)

The value of Tstd is dependent on each image. For the
stele image in Figure 1, Tstd has the value 5.76.
As said before, the standard deviation is sometimes not
enough to discriminate all the connected components lying

at the decorative region because in that region neighboring connected components may have std less than Tstd (an
example is in Figure 5(b) in which the gray level of each
Voronoi region is proportional to the thickness of the connected component belonging to that region). We utilize one
more criterion based on the observation that a Voronoi region, which contains a body text component, should not has
many adjacent regions as follows:
N (gi ) < Nmax

(7)

where N (gi ) is the number of adjacent regions of a Voronoi
region containing component gi and Nmax is a fixed value
of 20 determined by experiment.

(a)
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Figure 5. Voronoi regions of a stele image
Consequently, in order to extract body text region, we
group the Voronoi regions containing text components by
utilizing the following procedure:
- Step 1: Select the Voronoi region lying at the center of
the image, push and insert its label gi to a queue Q and
a list L respectively.
- Step 2: Pop a label gi from Q and select all its adjacent Voronoi regions that have not been selected before. Among these selected Voronoi regions, only keep
regions with labels gj s that satisfy (6) and (7). Push
and insert gj s to Q and L respectively.
- Step 3: Iterate Step 2 until Q gets empty. At this point,
L contains the labels of adjacent Voronoi regions containing body text components.

4. Experimental results
The proposed method has been evaluated on a database
of 205 stele images of different types of character fonts,
sizes and stele decorations provided by EFEO. Figure 6
shows two examples of body text extraction results.

The two input binary stele images are shown in Figure
6(a) and 6(e). The constructed area Voronoi diagrams are
shown in Figure 6(b) and 6(f) in which the gray value of
each Voronoi region is proportional to the thickness of the
connected component belonging to that region. As shown
in the figure, the body text regions and decorative regions
in Figure 6(b) and 6(f) are composed of Voronoi regions
of similar and diverse gray value respectively. Adjacent
Voronoi regions spreading from the Voronoi region lying at
the center of the image are grouped together using the process described in Section 3.2. Figure 6(c) and 6(g) show the
grouped Voronoi regions. The connected components belonging to those grouped regions, which correspond exactly
to the body text, are shown in Figure 6(d) and 6(h).
The ground-truth data for each stele image has been defined by hand in which body text region is defined as a set
of all Voronoi regions each containing a body text component. The accuracy is defined as the proportion of body
text region pixels extracted. The performance of proposed
method has an accuracy of 85.81% and is tabulated in Table
1. There are two sources of error: one is over-grouping that
is Voronoi regions from decorative region are considered as
containing body text components; the other is splitting in
which Voronoi regions in body text region are considered
as belonging to decorative region.
Accuracy(%)
Over-grouping(%)
Splitting(%)

EFEO database
85.79
11.70
2.51

Table 1. Performance of body text region extraction from stele images

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented a method for the extraction
of body text regions from stele images using area Voronoi
diagram and the homogeneity of connected components.
Area Voronoi diagram has demonstrated to be effective in
representing the neighborhood of connected components
in a digital image. Adjacent Voronoi regions are grouped
together based on the information about the thickness of
neighboring connected components. The experimental results on a number of stele images have shown that the proposed method has achieved high accurate results and is robust to various types of stele.
Future work is to extract each Nom character from the
obtained body text regions and represent them in a database
for later retrieval. High-level semantic knowledge of these
characters will then be utilized to improve the performance
of body text region extraction from stele images.
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Figure 6. Experimental results of body text extraction from stele images
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